Scopes Trial for Warmist Monkey
When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for the honest members of the
science community to expose and dissolve the dishonest portion of our community, then
the world is on notice that a Declaration of Universal Intellectual Freedom has been
announced. Actions of the Warmist branch of science have now reached the provable
state of dishonesty deserving of dissolution.
For many years, an honest, unassuming engineer, known as the Humble Science Monk
has labored in research on the only plausible theory on the REAL cause of Earth climate
changes. Given the astronomical precision of the Milankovitch Cycle and the undisputed
correlation with Earth changes, it is obvious that solar system position has a lot to do with
climate. Given the overwhelming energy delivered to the Earth by the Sun it is obvious
that the Sun system MUST be the major driver in the climate.
Given that these minute astronomical changes have an astronomically small impact on
the direct solar insolance, the clever H S Monk devised a two part theory. Changes in the
orbits of the multiple magnetic fields of the rotating planets, causes changes in the cosmic
ray output of the Sun. The particles from cosmic rays control the variable rate fission of
the Earths vast supply of Uranium and Thorium. Variations of this fission rate from solar
system changes, then govern the Earth’s temperature.
Once these observations were combined and Monk completed his research, he submitted
to the Dinosaur Press for publication. The editors of the Dinosaur Press are too
preoccupied in completing their own extinction to recognize valid scientific theory.
Talkie Time Radio was too populated with uneducated, displaced disc jockies to provide
the hours of discourse necessary for intellectual discussion.
The Monk was left with only one option, New Media, which had just recently made
inroads as the principle supplier of alternative, as well as correct thought. Curious and
objective minds were able to see world views unencumbered by the filters of the Thought
Police, enforcers for the Feudal Fews. The Monk Theory soon spread across the internet,
translated into dozens of languages and posted on over 200,000 websites. The Monk
Theory was even read into the Congressional Rubber Stamp Record.
Such genius does not go unnoticed. On May 9, 2010, President Sock Puppet called into
his office the Head Googlemaster. Together they enacted a plan. Announced as the “Too
Much Information Is Dangerous For Our Democracy” plan, they quickly ‘resized the
web’ and over 199,000 of the Monk links were lost. Undeterred, the Monk formed
alliances with other honest scientists and co-authored the definitive climate science
textbook, now available in five languages.
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A year and a half later the “Information is Dangerous” policy had failed as more and
more of the Warmist fiction was exposed as Faux Science. Desperate to adopt and
control the emerging consensus on the Monk Theory, the ruling Feudal Few called on the
most trusted of Warmist Science servants, Doctor Trendbreath.
“Trendbreath” can be defined as…”one who breaths warm air into a faux trend until it
fails, he then steals a genuine trend and breaths warm air while claiming creation”.
Doctor Trendbreath has now stolen the Monk Theory, supplemented with vast empirical
evidence that funding from the Feudal Few has provided.
New data confirms that “down-hole drilling temperature records, from varying depths
and over long periods of time, show a direct correlation to changes in the surface
temperature.” Decades of research by Monk now have irrefutable empirical support, but
the intellectual property rights of this most important Earth science theory in a century
appear to be headed to the Kangaroo Court.
All of the justices on the Kangaroo Court are scientifically illiterate above the high school
level. Five of the nine kangaroos have previously decided that your mother’s warm
breath on your baby face was a toxin. It is too early to tell if these marsupial puppets of
the Feudal Few will rule for scientific truth and integrity or be swayed by the warm
breath of a proven energy budget counterfeiter.
Monk has promised that there will be NO out of court, gag order settlement. Spending
his lifetime in the honest pursuit of knowledge, this monk is far beyond the Ferraris, ho
ho’s and nose candy temptations offered by the Feudalists. Humble says that he and his
team of scientists will “go to the mat” for truth. He adds his personal observation about
life:
“In the end, you take nothing from this planet except the truth that you spend your life
trying to find….and you leave nothing on this planet except the truth that you chose to
share with those you leave behind”.
This seems a fitting testament to the world efforts of feudalists, warmists and kangaroos
aligned against the vast human family they have tried so hard to conquer and enslave.
Perhaps when you spend a few quiet moments in personal reflection you will think of
what this humble monk has said. You may be surprised what you find, when you search
for what it is that you have found, and what you will leave behind.
[My personal thanks to all the great, honest scientists and web hosts who have made this
historic moment possible. May all humanity soon join us in universal intellectual liberty.
Of course, any resemblance to actual individuals or events is just like global warming,
complete FICTION ]
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